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USDCAD retains a bid tone. The USD has advanced further, racking up a fourth
consecutive weekly gain through last Friday and heading for a fifth as this week kicks off.
USD gains are putting October’s bearish USD breakdown and retracement resistance
around 1.2660/65 under more intense pressure now. We continue to view the upper 1.26s
as key resistance for the USD and while we can allow for a minor infraction of this zone, a
sustained push through the upper 1.26s would place some doubt on our view that the
USD could still revisit 1.22/1.23 into year end. Seasonal trends do turn more USD-negative
in December but trend signals are aligned constructively for the USD at the moment,
suggesting limited downside scope for funds for now. Key support is 1.2575/85.
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Overview
• USDCAD rally extends to key resistance

in the upper 1.26s.
• EURCAD steadies after break to new

cycle low.
• GBPCAD strengthens on move through

steep daily trend resistance.
• CADMXN holds wide, choppy
• AUDCAD softens to near

range.

low end of

broader range again.
• CADJPY consolidation extends, edges

under 40-day MA support.

EURCAD
EURCAD’s break under the base of the Oct/Nov consolidation range and the 1.4265 low
from 2020 heaps more downside pressure on the cross, notwithstanding the mid-week
squeeze higher in the EUR from 1.4180 via a bullish key range reversal. Intraday price
action also reflects a bullish rebound from the low and we have to respect these signals.
However, the broader trend is lower and trend oscillators are aligned bearishly for the EUR
across the short, medium and long-term DMIs which rather suggests minor EUR rallies are
a sell. We think the EUR’s slide to new cycle lows points to further losses in the medium
term, with the EUR still very distant from minor resistance at 1.4440/50 and more
obviously bullish territory above 1.4615. We think risks are tilting towards a drop to 1.38 in
H1 next year.
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GBPCAD
GBPCAD gains through steep trend resistance
in the mid-1.68 zone has, as we suspected
would be the case, given the GBP a positive
jolt. Price action looks a bit more positive for
the GBP now, with weekly price patterns
carving out a bullish “morning star” signal,
through the close of last week. We think the
pound can push on to test 1.7085—which now
figures as key resistance for the cross—in the
next week or so. The daily DMI is flat and the
weekly oscillator read is still bearish so the GBP
still has a lot of work to do in order to rally.
However, the rebound from the 1.67 area does
rather support the notion of solid, long run
support for the GBP in the 1.67/1.68 region and
we think an (eventual) push through 1.7085
should target additional gains towards
1.75/1.76.

CADMXN
CADMXN is still trading rather unevenly within
recent ranges above support near 16.25. The
CAD’s failure to progress through the upper
16s (long-term resistance zone) and the
potential Head & Shoulders top that remains
in development both infer some downside risk
for the cross in the near-to-medium term. But
daily trend signals are flat and the weekly DMI
remains bullish which rather suggests the
cross will continue to trade sideways for now.
We remain neutral.
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AUDCAD
AUDCAD remains soft near the base of the
recent range around 0.91 in place since
August. Late October price action was AUDbullish but the cross has failed to really
develop much headway, with trend resistance
capping gains above 0.93. The 0.9320 zone is
now key resistance with the trend developing
three solid touches since July.
Trend
oscillators remain bearishly aligned for the
AUD which will hamper progress and keep
focus on the downside and key support at
0.9105/15. We are neutral here but leaning
towards more AUD weakness below 0.91

CADJPY
CADJPY’s drift continues—with the steady
slide in the cross extending now to a point
where it may become harder to characterize
developments as merely “corrective” drift. The
broader pattern of trade retains the look for a
bull “flag” pattern but the loss of support in the
low/mid 90s and weakness below the 40-day
MA rather suggest more losses for the CAD in
the short run at least. We spot support at
89.80/90 and at 89.00/10. We still rather
favour looking to position long CAD, given the
bullish, long run trend. The CAD should regain
momentum on gains back above 90.50 (40day MA).
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